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Daoist Imagery of Body and Cosmos
Part 2: Body Worms and Internal Alchemy
SHIH-SHAN SUSAN HUANG
Abstract
This article presents Daoist visual representations of body and cosmos, drawing
extensively on illustrations and diagrams from texts preserved in the Ming‑
dynasty Daoist Canon. To examine how the Daoist perception of body and cos‑
mos unfolded over time, I discuss images of four types: body gods, imaginary
journeys to stars, body souls/worms, and the body transformed in internal al‑
chemy—the first two in JDS 3 (2010), the next two here.
The current work hopes to contribute to interdisciplinary studies of Chi‑
nese art, religion, and science. From the visual perspective, it hopes to add to the
on‑going examination of charts or maps (tu 圖) and to enrich our understanding
of the representation and perception of what “body” means in Chinese visual
culture. In terms of Daoist studies, my dominantly visual approach aims to com‑
plement the many textual approaches on this topic. This study also adds to the
growing scholarship of Daoist art, which has so far focused more on public devo‑
tional paintings and statuary and less on private imagery associated with medita‑
tion and visualization.

Souls and Worms
From the Daoist perspective, the human body contains not only body
gods but also souls and worms, many of which may cause sickness or
death. This concept has ancient roots. It makes reference to the ancient
dualistic notion of hun 魂 (spirit soul) and po 魄 (material soul), which
designate the yang and yin souls in the body, one connecting to heaven
and the other linking with earth (Kohn 1997; Y. Yü 1987, 369‑78). Fur‑
thermore, it relates to the Han‑dynasty notion of the physical three
worms (sanchong 三蟲), which are leech‑like worms and “gnaw through
the intestines of people” (Kohn 1995a, 35; Lun Heng 論衡 16:3a‑b).

33
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By the Tang and Song periods, Daoists expanded the concepts of
yin and yang, hun and po, and the three worms to a more complicated
microcosmic system of body gods, spirits, and worms. New members
include the three spirit souls (sanhun 三魂), the seven material souls (qipo
七魄) (Fig. 1a), the three deathbringers (sanshi 三尸) (Fig. 1b), and the
nine worms (jiuchong 九蟲) (Fig. 1c) (Kubo 1961; Kohn 1993b, 1995a‑b,
1997, 97‑102; Xiao 2002, 258‑371). By visualizing such bodily spirits in
their concrete form, one can control or expel them, a feature that led to
the creation and proliferation of the images of such body entities. While
the three spirit souls reflect the wonderful manifestation of the yang
forces in the body and are often illustrated as gentlemen (DZ 871,
18:697b; DZ 220, 4:7b‑c; ZW 314, 9:524a),1 the others represent the yin
counterparts of evil forces; their appearance ranges from the demonic
and abnormal to micro‑organic parasites and earthworms.2 Examined as
a group, these harmful souls and worms exhibit a unique sub‑category of
Daoist visual culture which also converges with the little‑studied visual‑
ity of Chinese demonology and disease.

a.

Daoist texts from the Ming Daozang (DZ) are numbered according to‑
Schipper and Verellen 2004 and follow the Sanjia ben edition in thirty‑six vol‑
umes (Beijing: Wenwu, Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, and Tianjin: Guji chuban‑
she, 1988). Works in the 36‑volumes Zhangwai daoshu 藏外道書 (ZW; Chengdu:
Bashu shushe, 1994) are numbered according to Komjathy 2002, 83‑105.
2 The seven material souls are the counterparts of the three spirit souls.
Livia Kohn further pairs the three deathbringers as the counterpart worms of the
pure body gods known as the Three Ones (Sanyi 三一) (1998, 97‑102).
1
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b.

c.
Fig. 1: Grotesque Spirits and Body Worms. a. The seven material spirits; b. The
three deathbringers; c. The nine worms (Rearranged from DZ 871, 18: 698a‑701c).

The earliest extant visual materials detailing this subject is the
ninth‑to‑tenth‑century Daoist illustrated handbook of “demonic ento‑
mology” (Mollier 2006, 86), Chu sanshi jiuchong baosheng jing
除三尸九蟲保生經 (Scripture for the Protection of Life through the Elimi‑
nation of the three deathbringers and nine worms , DZ 871, hereafter
called Baosheng jing) (Fig. 1) (Kubo 1961; Kohn 1993b, 1995a‑b, 1998, 97‑
102; Schipper in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 364; 2006, 174‑75). The text
may stem from the Sichuan area; it attributes the original illustrations to
a student of the Tang physician Sun Simiao 孫思邈 (581‑682) (Schipper
and Verellen 2004, 364).3 The following discussion will draw on visual
examples from this text.
The seven material souls are basically the internal demons. Con‑
trary to the three spirit souls, who represent the intellectual, artistic, and
spiritual side of people and grant adepts beneficial goodness, they are
representatives of peopleʹs instinctive needs for sleep, food, sex, and sur‑
vival and tend to cause tension and sickness (Fig. 1a) (YJQQ 54: 1193‑95;
Kohn 1998, 97‑98; Schipper 1993, 134‑35). They have individual names
3 A 1225 Daoist stele from Sichuan known as the Taishang duanchu fulian
beiming 太上斷除伏連碑銘 (Stele Inscription of the Highest Extinction of the Tu‑
berculosis) also makes prominent references to the belief of three deathbringers
and nine worms; see Zhang Xunliao and Bai Bin 2006, vol. 4, 1251‑95. The term
fulian mentioned in the Sichuan stele title refers to a disease comparable to tuber‑
culosis; see DZ 1164, 26: 657.
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and are shown in semi‑demonic forms except two: Devouring Thief
(Tunze 吞賊) looks like a man holding a rolled document and Expelling
Filth (Chuhui 除穢) is shown as a female deity.4 Sparrow of Yin (Queyin
雀陰) and Flying Poison (Feidu 飛毒) are the most monstrous: they have
human legs and bird or demon heads (Mollier 2003, 412, 425; 2006, 99).
In fact, they look quite like the other set of body demons, the three
deathbringers.

The Three Deathbringers
The three deathbringers are among the most widely‑documented body
parasites in early and medieval literature (DZ 1016, 20:519; DZ 1185,
28:183, 193; Ware 1966, 77, 115; DZ 426; DZ 1365; Xiao 2002, 272‑84). Ac‑
cording to the Baosheng jing, the upper deathbringer resembles a male
Daoist scholar, the middle deathbringer is depicted as a Chinese lion,
and the lower deathbringer has a deformed one‑legged human body
with an oxʹs head (Fig. 1b) (DZ 871, 18: 699b‑c). Sharing the same sur‑
name Peng 彭, they are imaginary brothers serving to create illness and
trouble in body and mind (18: 699b‑c. Cf. YJQQ5 81:1854‑55).
The Upper deathbringer resides in the head. He causes headaches,
tearing eyes, and runny nose; he also creates deafness, loose teeth, bad
breath, wrinkles, and white hair (18: 699b). The middle deathbringer
lives in the heart and attacks the five organs, prompting the commission
of wrong‑doings and loss of memory. Other symptoms range from anxi‑
ety and thirst to coughing up phlegm, tinnitus, and sweating while feel‑
ing cold (18: 699c). The lower deathbringer lives in the lower abdomen;
he arouses desire and lust, prompting people to have intercourse with
ghosts and thus ending up with exhausted waist, weak legs, and fre‑
quent urination (18: 699c).
Developed in both Daoist and Buddhist communities in the Tang
period, a night‑long gengshen vigil called “guarding on the Gengshen
Day” (shou gengshen 守庚申) aimed at preventing the three deathbringers
from leaving the body and reporting wrongdoings to the heavenly court
4 For the names of the seven material spirits, see DZ 871, 18:697‑98. Cf. the
translation of these names in Kohn 1998, 98.
5 This article cites the punctuated version of the Yunji qiqian (YJQQ); ed.
Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2003.
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(Xiao 2002, 302‑18). This practice was transmitted to Japan in Tang times
by way of Buddhism, as vividly reflected in some later Japanese draw‑
ings of the three deathbringers bearing similar iconographic traits as
their Chinese prototype (Kubo 1961, 481‑84; fig. 122, 526; Xiao 2002, 323‑
28, 355‑57). Throughout the Song, elaborate drug prescriptions and tal‑
ismans were created to eliminate the three deathbringers (Wenyuan ying‑
hua 文苑英華 228:9a, 261:5a; YJQQ 81‑83:1857‑89; Yishuo 醫說 3:19a, 5:45a,
8:14b; Xiao 2002, 302‑08).

Monopode Oddities
The one‑legged body of the lower deathbringer looks much like the souls
called Sparrow of Yin and Flying Poison (Fig. 2a). They are reminiscent
of the many bizarre monopode “zoomorphic oddities” recorded in the
Shanhai jing 山海經 (Classic of Mountains and Seas), a compilation of
ancient mythology whose contents date from the Warring States to the
Han periods (Birrell 1999).6 The lower deathbringer, in particular, com‑
pares closely to an ox‑headed ceramic “object of an eccentric form” (yix‑
ingqi 異形器) (Fig. 2b) excavated from a Southern Song tomb of the Yang
family in Mianyang 綿陽, Sichuan (He 1988, 71). It is an object that bears
“an animal head with two horns; its mouth carries an object; its body is
shaped like a leg with a hoof (shenwei tizu xing 身為蹄足形)” (He 1988,
72). Likely, this eccentric figurine refers to the ox‑headed lower
deathbringer. The single‑legged prototype also recalls the one‑human‑
legged and four‑headed “monster of disease” known as Heavenly Thief
(Tianzei 天賊), shown in a manuscript from Dunhuang usually dated to
the late Tang (S. 6216) (Fig. 2c) (Mollier 2003, 412, 425; Cedzich 1995, 152‑
57; Harper 2005, fig. 6.2, 142‑43).7 Such comparisons further suggest that
an image convention of the one‑legged oddity seems to have circulated
in the Sichuan and Dunhuang areas in medieval China.
A good example is the ox‑like kui 夔, illustrated in a sixteenth‑century
edition as an ox‑like creature with a single leg. For an illustration from the 1593
illustrated edition published by Hu Wenhuan 胡文煥; see Ma 2003, vol. 2, 149.
For more studies of kui, see Granet 1926, vol. 1, 310‑12; vol. 2, 505‑15; Birrell 1993,
134‑35; Von Glahn 2004, 90.
7 The name of the monster, Tianzei, is noted in the other Dunhuang manu‑
script (P. 2856r); see Mollier 2003, 412; Harper 2005, 142‑143.
6
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This way of depicting diseases in multi‑headed and one‑legged im‑
ages of demons also calls to mind a series of thirty Bingguiwang tu 病鬼王
圖 (Pictures of the Demonic Kings of Diseases) (Fig. 2d) illustrated in the
Daoist‑inspired tantric Buddhist text Qiyao xingchen biexing fa 七曜星辰別
行法 (Method of the Seven Planets, T. 21.1309) attributed to Yixing 一行
(d. 727) (Xiao 1993, 94‑98). Controlled by the Twenty‑eight Lunar Man‑
sions, many demons depicted here have basically human bodies but with
different degrees of abnormality. The healing method requires that the
practitioners first draw the images of the demons with their specific
names inscribed, then nail the images onto the wall of their residences
(Xiao 1993, 94‑97). On the date when the specific star that controls the
demon is in charge, adepts worship the image, offering pure wine, meat,
and spirit money (T.21.1309: 453b‑56c).

a.

b

c.
d.
Fig. 2: a. The lower deathbringer and two material souls; rearranged from DZ
871, 18: 698a, 699c; b. The ox‑headed, one‑legged ceramic figurine. From the
tomb of the Yang family, Mianyang, Sichuan. Southern Song Dynasty (He 1988,
71); c. Ink drawing of the Heavenly Thief from a Dunhuang manuscript. Tenth
century. British Library (S. 6216); d. The one‑legged disease demon controlled by
the wen star (T.21.1309: 456c).

The demon controlled by the wen star (wenxing 文星), for example,
is a one‑legged man with a goat‑like beard and a horn on his head (Fig.
2d) (T.21.1309: 456c). Unlike the one‑legged body spirits depicted in the
Daoist Baosheng jing (Fig. 2a), though, he has a full human‑like torso
similar to that of the Heavenly Thief (Fig. 2c). The back pain caused by
this demon is as unbearable as if being shot by an arrow. Failing to wor‑
ship this star on time, one may risk becoming totally paralyzed
(T.21.1309: 456c). All the examples examined above suggest that the ma‑
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terial souls and deathbringers depicted in the Baosheng jing (Fig. 1)
gradually took shape as part of both an ancient tradition of strange crea‑
tures in far‑off countries and visualizations of disease demons common
in medieval China.

Scroll-carrying Messengers
The three deathbringers commonly carry a rolled document (Fig. 1b),
some holding it in their mouth. This may serve as a record of their hostʹs
sins as filed in the heavenly administration, since such scrolls are often
shown in the representation of a bureaucrat. Beyond that, it also appears
in mythological or religious images to represent supernatural communi‑
cation. For example, the eighth‑century Dunhuang manuscript Ruiying
tu 瑞應圖 (Picture of Auspicious Omens, P. 2683), depicts a heavenly
messenger in the form of an auspicious turtle. It carries the magical,
heaven‑sent chart known as the Luoshu 雒書 (The Luo Writ) in its mouth
(Fig. 3a) (Drège 1999, 165; Shanghai guji chubanshe et al. 1994‑2005, 17:
235‑41; Matsumoto Eichi 1956). The scenario is comparable to a detail of
the Southern Song Ningbo painting, The King of Hell (Nara 1996, fig. 165,
167; 2009, fig. 82, 90), 8 whose full composition depicts the King of Hell
receiving a court case involving a rooster and a goose filing a complaint
against a butcher. In the detail illustrated here (Fig. 3b), a goose and a
rooster hold scrolls in their mouths while staring at the karmic mirror
showing a butcher killing a goose (see also Sawada 1991, 87‑88). The
butcher restrained by a guard is visible behind the animals. The com‑
plaint is represented by the scrolls they hold in their mouths. Though
functions and context vary, the depictions of a turtle (Fig. 3a), a rooster,
and a goose (Fig. 3b) all carrying a rolled document in their mouths are
similar to the pictorial conventions of the middle and lower deathbring‑
ers (Fig. 1b).

8 Now in the collection of Eigenji Temple 永源寺, Shiga 滋賀 Prefecture, this
painting belongs to one of the ten hanging scrolls that make up a set of Ten Kings
of Hell. For a study of this subject, see Ledderose 2000, 163‑85; Ide in Shimada
and Nakazawa 2000, figs. 90‑99, 132.
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a.
b.
Fig. 3: a. Detail of the Picture of the Auspicious Omens. Tang Dynasty. Ink and
color on paper. Bibliothèque national en France (P. 2683); b. Detail of The Ten
Kings of Hell. Southern Song Dynasty. Handing scroll. Ink and color on silk. 53.5 x
37 cm. Eigenji, Shiga.

Physical Parasites
The Baosheng jing further describes the so‑called nine worms, parasites in
the body (Fig. 1c) (DZ 872, 18:700a‑01c; Verellen 2006, 174‑175; Cook in
Pregadio 2007, 844‑846). Some reside in the inner organs (heart, lungs,
and stomach) and cause internal disorders such as stomach ache, chest
tightness, vomiting, diarrhea, coughing, asthma, tuberculosis, sore mus‑
cles, and back aches. Others live in the skin and cause itching, acne, and
ringworm. While the nine worms represent the main group of body
worms, the text also notes other “countless micro organic worms”
(weichong qianwan 微蟲千萬), which look like “vegetable seeds” (caizi 菜
子) and reside on the surface of the body (DZ 872, 18:700a). The docu‑
mentation of these miscellaneous body worms in a tenth‑century Daoist
text suggests that “the existence of harmful bacteria was known to the
Chinese of the time” (Schipper in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 364; Liu
1971).
The nine worms look different from the figural‑animal motifs of the
body spirits. Some look like insects with tentacles and eyes, others re‑
semble serpentine earthworms. Still others recall single‑cell organic
forms seen under a microscope. The encyclopedic display of these body
worms reflects a common interest in picturing parasites shared by Daoist
and medical texts. For instance, an almost identical array of the nine
worms is illustrated in an undated Daoist text, the Jinsi xuanxuan 金笥玄
玄 (Mysterious Golden Container, ZW 323, 9:795a‑b). In addition to the
nine worms, this text illustrates six generations of Deathbringer Worms
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a.

b.

c.
Fig. 4: a. Six generations of the Deathbringer Worms (Jin si xuan xuan, ZW 323,
9:791b‑94b); b. Six generations of tuberculosis parasites (rearranged from the
Ming compilation of medical texts in DZ 1164, 26: 646b‑47c); c. Images of para‑
sites from a fourteenth‑century medical text (Shiyi dexiao fang 9:13b‑15b).

(shichong 尸蟲) (Fig. 4a) (ZW 323, 9:795a‑b), comparable to six genera‑
tions of tuberculosis parasites illustrated in the Jijiu xianfang 急救仙方
(Formulas of the Immortals for Relief of Emergencies, DZ 1164) (Fig. 4b)
(DZ 1164, 26: 646b‑47c), a Daozang compilation of medical texts, some of
which date to the Song (Sivin in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 774‑77).
As these texts show (Fig. 4a‑b), the deathbringer worms change
from looking like a baby to resembling a frog, a shrimp, a centipede, a
meshed tread, a pig liver, a snake, a rat, a turtle, a human body part, and
so on, until they reach the sixth generation when they resemble a bat or
“meshed noodles” (lanmian 爛麵) (ZW 323, 9:791b‑94b; DZ 1164, 26:
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646b‑47c). These fanciful images are further comparable to pictures of
parasites in a fourteenth‑century medical treatise (Fig. 4c), especially the
worms resembling a baby, a frog, “meshed hair,” a centipede, and
“meshed noodles” (Shiyi dexiao fang 世醫得效方 9:13b‑15b). Altogether,
they reveal the little‑explored visual culture of disease preserved in me‑
dieval Daoism and medicine.

Illustrating Internal Alchemy
Between the tenth and fourteenth centuries, various treatises of internal
alchemy use pictures and charts to explain the complex inner visions
concerning the macrocosmic/microcosmic processes and the circulation
of qi. This visual strategy departs from Tang treatises which mainly ad‑
vocate text‑based inner observation (Verellan 2006, 171‑76, 182;
Needham et al. 1983; Baldrian‑Hussein 1989‑90, 1996‑97; Kohn 1989b;
Baldrian‑Hussein, Kohn, and Despeux in Pregadio 2007, 762‑771).
Many Southern School works on internal alchemy contain visual
images (Baldrian‑Hussein in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 780, 812‑34).
They sometimes pair single motifs to symbolize the inner blending of
yang and yin, such as a tiger paired with a dragon (DZ 263, 4:712c; DZ
1068, 24:72c), or a tripod paired with a furnace (DZ 151, 3:104b). The mo‑
tif of a tortoise swimming in water or the presence of a toad symbolizes
the sublimation of pure yin (DZ 240, 4: 371b; Baldrian‑Hussein in Schip‑
per and Verellen 2004, 829; DZ 151, 3: 105b). The trademark image sym‑
bolizing the “end result” of internal alchemy, moreover, is a naked baby
inside a circle (DZ 151, 3:107b).
These texts also tend to explain a method called “embryo respira‑
tion” (taixi 胎息) by mapping the inner organs and energy conduits in a
variety of “instructive charts” (juetu 訣圖) (Fig. 5).9 The Huandan jue tu 還
丹訣圖 (Chart of the Formula of the Reverted Embryo), contained in the
Song‑dynasty Xiuzhen taiji hunyuan zhixuan tu 修真太極混元指玄圖 (Illus‑
trations of the Mystery of the Cultivation of Perfection, DZ 150), maps
the imaginary “lesser” and “larger” energy conduits, the microcosmic
and macrocosmic orbits (Fig. 5a) (DZ 150, 3:100c; Needham et al. 1985,
9 A series of map‑like diagrams included in Song alchemical texts (Xiuzhen
taiji hunyuan tu 修真太極混元圖, DZ 149; DZ 150) await further study. For a study
of the technique of “embryonic breathing,” see Katō 2002, 114‑26.
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fig. 1562, 77; Sakade 1991, fig. 11, 74).10 Both begin at the kidneys: one
line reads internal alchemy and denotes an imagined site where the em‑
bryo forms. The interrelated locations of the five organs and the imagi‑
nary embryo call to mind another “instructive chart” in the same text,
showing the bureaucratic body gods emanating from the associated or‑
gans (Fig. 5b) (DZ 150, 3:101c; Needham et al. 1983, fig. 1564, 80; Sakade
1991, fig. 12, 75; Kohn 1993a, fig. 33, 322; Despeux 2010, fig. 3, 69).
In mapping the energy conduits of the inner body, illustrators tend
to replace the actual names of the body parts with architectural designa‑
tions. The larger route illustrated in Fig. 5a offers a good example. De‑
parting from the kidneys, it passes through three gates (guan 關) along‑
side the spinal column which rises to the brain, here called Heavenly
Palace (tiangong 天宮). After mixing with the Divine Water (shenshui 神水)
generated there (Pregadio 2006a, 208), it flows to the tongue, called the
Jade Pond (yuchi 玉池). From there it moves down to the throat, known
as the Multi‑storied Tower (chonglou 重樓),11 and eventually descends to
the central area around the spleen. While many architectural metaphors
can be traced back to the Huangting jing, they also form part of the stan‑
dard vocabulary in Song‑Yuan internal alchemy (Figs. 6b, 7).12

Baldrian‑Hussein classifies this text as a twelve‑century text of the Zhong
Liquan 鍾離權‑Lü Dongbin 呂洞賓 neidan tradition in general circulation; this
text may be related to another Northern Song treatise of the similar subject (DZ
149). See Baldrian‑Hussein in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 802‑04, 1368.
11 In other diagrams the throat is referred to as the twelve‑storied tower,
analogous to the twelve months of the year; see figs. 6b, 7.
12 The jade pond and the twelve‑storied tower as metaphors of the mouth
and the throat respectively can be traced back to the Huangting jing; see DZ331,
5:909a, 910b; YJQQ 11:202, 206, 236. For a study of a Northern Song commentary
of the Huangting jing, see Baldrian‑Hussein 2004.
10
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a.
b.
Fig. 5: Internal Alchemical Maps of the Inner Body. a. Chart of the Formula of the
Reverted Embryo showing the lesser and larger energy conduits (DZ 150, 3:100c);
b. Chart of the Refinement of Energy and Perfection of Spirit (DZ 150, 3:101c).

Charts of the Inner Realm
Perhaps the most intriguing visual products evoked by the lore of inter‑
nal alchemy are the Neijing tu 内境圖 (Charts of the Inner Realm), which
feature the magio‑realistic inner torso in sectional views, with or without
the head (Figs. 6‑7) (Needham et al. 1983, 107‑10; Zhu 1992; Despeux
1994, 31‑38; 2000, 519, 521‑23).13 The earliest known creator of this kind of
depiction is the tenth‑century Daoist Yanluozi 煙蘿子, who compiled a
series of six body charts highlighting the head and the trunk viewed
from different angles (Fig. 6) (DZ 263, 4: 690a‑b; Needham et al. 1983,
108‑10 [figs. 1583‑85]; Despeux 1994, 32‑36; Sakade 1991, fig. 6, 58‑59;
Pregadio in Pregadio 2007, fig. 12, 77). In the thirteenth century, the Nei‑
jing cemian tu 內境側面圖 (Side‑view Chart of the Inner Realm) (Fig. 7)
synthesizes Yanluozi’s sectional analyses into oneness (DZ 1024, 21:595a;
Despeux 1994, 40‑43; Despeux in Schipper and Verellen, 773‑74).14 As
Catherine Despeux and others have shown, these charts not only map
out the Daoist vision of a cosmic body of “an interior paradise and un‑
derworld realms,” but also reveal the sophisticated anatomical knowl‑
Sakade Yoshinobu calls these diagrams Neijing tu 内景圖; see Sakade 1991.
For the chart preserved in the Southern Song encyclopedia Shilin guanji 事
林廣記, see Needham et al. 1983, 112; Sakade 1991, fig. 8, 61. For the Qing‑
dynasty painting and rubbing of a similar subject, see Li 1992, 85; Little and
Eichman 2000, pl. 133, 350; Komjathy 2008, 2009.
13

14
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edge in medieval Daoism (Despeux 1994, 31‑38, 110‑33, 149‑50; 2000, 519,
521‑23; Needham et al. 1983, 107‑10; Sakade 1991, 57‑65).

d.
a.
b.
c.
Fig. 6: Sectional Body Charts by Yanluozi. a. Chart of the Right Side of the Inner
Realm; b. Chart of the Left Side of the Inner Realm; c. Chart of the Front Side of the In‑
ner Realm; d. Chart of the Back Side of the Inner Realm (DZ 263, 4: 690a‑b).

Yanluozi’s two side‑view charts (Fig. 6a‑b) place alchemical sym‑
bols in the thorax and abdomen. The “Bone of the Heavenly Pillar” (tian‑
zhu gu 天柱骨) framing both charts is the main support of the body. It
indicates the arch‑shaped vertebral column and is composed of twenty‑
four vertebrae (Fig. 6b) (Despeux 1994, 32). The numerology of twenty‑
four not only accurately reflects anatomical structure but also corre‑
sponds to the qi of the twenty‑four solar periods of the year (two per
month), also known as the twenty‑four energy nodes (jieqi 節氣) (Zhu
1992, 62; Despeux 1994, 32, 38; Needham et al. 1983, 108). Three animals
marked as the “goatcart” (yangche 羊車), “deercart” (luche 鹿車), and
“oxcart” (niuche 牛車) are moving up the path of the spinal column from
bottom to top (Fig. 6a). The animal motif originally derives from the
Buddhist scripture Miaofa lianhua jing 妙法蓮華經 (Lotus Sutra; T. 262,
9:12c) where it serves as a metaphor for expedient means, i.e., teaching of
different levels (Hurvitz 1976, 59‑61).15

15 For representations of the three carts in later inner alchemical illustra‑
tions , see the 17th‑century Yuandao yiqi 元道一炁 in ZW 314, 9:566b; Sakade 1991,
fig. 15, 79; Despeux 1994, fig. 41, 151; 2010, fig. 2, 68. For translations of the early
Complete Perfection text which describes the related features of these animal‑cart
motifs in meditation, see Komjathy 2007.
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Relocated in the Daoist body, the animals symbolize the internal
mechanism of moving energy up against the natural current (Despeux
1994, 149‑50). At the end of the spinal column is a circular configuration
with a tortoise emanating radiant light amid waves. This is the “Drink‑
ing Tortoise” (yingui 飲龜) which symbolizes the sublimation of true yin.
In addition to the spinal cord, other prominent symbols of internal
alchemy cluster in the central abdomen. These include the naked baby or
imaginary embryo (Fig. 6a) and the intermingling dragon (yang) and
tiger (yin) (Fig. 6b). Both are situated below the crescent‑shaped area
marked as the Yellow Court (huangting 黃庭) and above and the Lower
Cinnabar Field (xia dantian 下丹田) (Despeux 1994, 32‑33).
The thirteenth‑century Neijing tu (Fig. 7) incorporates many stock
motifs from Yanluozi’s sectional body charts (Despeux 1994, 40‑43; cf.
Needham et al. 1983, fig. 1586, 112). It has especially the paired dragon
and tiger, the naked baby, the tortoise in water, the three animal carts,
and the spinal column. Outside the head, the three deathbringers (sanshi
shen) on the right and the seven material souls (qipo shen) on the left are
shown eliminated from the body—a manifestation of the efficacy of in‑
ternal alchemy. This also derives from Yanluozi’s prototype, especially
the head chart known as Yanluozi chaozhen tu 煙蘿子朝真圖 (Picture of
Paying Homage to Perfection; DZ 263, 4: 690a; Needham et al. 1983, 108‑
10; Despeux 1994, 31‑36). Floating above the head is the Perfected of Ni‑
wan (Niwan zhenren 泥丸真人) who appears in bureaucratic attire inside
a cloud circle. He is the body god guarding the head, the highest‑ranking
section and thus comparable to Daoist heaven. The symbolic presence of
a celestial palace in the head, such as the Jade Hall (yutang 玉堂), stands
in contrast to the Daoist hell known as the Northern Capital at Luofeng
(beidu Luofeng 北都羅酆) located in the lower abdomen.
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Fig. 7: Chart of the Side View of the Inner Realm (DZ 1024, 21:595a).

Altogether the Neijing tu adopts old motifs in a bold and open
framework, with a human head in three‑quarter view attached to a torso
supported by the crescent‑shaped spinal cord to the left, leaving the bor‑
der of the body open to the right. The almost‑transparent quality of its
appearance evokes “a feeling of cosmic flow” and ignores “the fleshy
body of humanity” (Despeux and Kohn 2003, 177), contrasting the flesh
and muscles dominating body charts as produced in the European tradi‑
tion (see Kuriyama 1999). This body framework, moreover, is the direct
compositional forerunner of later illustrations, such as nineteenth‑
century rubbings and paintings called Neijing tu 內經圖 (Chart of Inter‑
nal Passageways) (Li 1992; Needham et al. 1983, fig. 1587, 115; Schipper
1986, 186‑87; Sakade 1991, figs. 1‑2, 46‑51; Wang 1991‑92; Little and
Eichman 2000, pl. 133, 350 ; Komjathy 2008, 2009) and Xiuzhen tu 修真圖
(Chart of Cultivating Perfection) (Despeux 1994).
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The Medical Body
As Joseph Needham remarks, “internal alchemists were extremely inter‑
ested in the most advanced anatomy of their day” (1983, 111). Yanluozi’s
sectional body charts showcasing the inner organs support this observa‑
tion (Fig. 6c‑d). They are the earliest extant anatomical body charts pro‑
duced in pre‑modern China (Zhu 1992).
The Daoist knowledge of the internal body may well have had an
impact on medical studies in Song times. This is quite obvious in the
anatomical body charts (Fig. 8a) by Emperor Huizong’s physician Yang
Jie 楊介 (12th c.) (Despeux 2005, 24‑31). Yang admits that his medical
charts were based on Yanluozi’s body charts plus his own on‑site obser‑
vations of dissected criminals (Needham et al. 1983, 111, 113). He cor‑
rected Yanluozi’s misplacement of the liver and spleen (Fig. 6c‑d)
(Despeux 2005, 28‑29). This is reflected in a thirteenth‑century copy of his
Cunzhen huanzhong tu 存真環中圖 (Charts of the True Circulatory Vessels,
dat. 1113) (Fig. 8a) (Jin S. and Jin P. 1996, 273).16

a.
b.
Fig. 8: a. Copy of Yang Jie’s Cunzhen huanzhong tu. From Xuanmen maijue neizhao
tu (Jin S. and Jin P. 1996, 273); b. Persian Body Charts. Fourteenth century. Draw‑
ings illustrated in the Persian manuscript (Aya Sofya MS 3596), Aya Sofya Li‑
brary, Istanbul (Miyasita 1968, 489‑490).

Beyond China, Yang Jie’s body charts also seem to have made their
way into the Arab world when China and Persia were both under Mon‑
gol rule. A set of fourteenth‑century Persian body charts (Aya Sofya MS
3596) discovered in Istanbul in 1939 (Fig. 8b), are so similar to Yang Jie’s
that they resemble copies made by hand (Miyasita 1968, 489‑490;
Needham et al. 1983, 113).

16

Cf. 1315 Japanese copies of Yang Jie’s body charts in Huang 2003, 18‑21.
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Medical interest in the inner body in Song times clearly manifests in
the manufacture of statues. The Northern Song imperial medical official
Wang Weiyi 王惟一 (c. 987‑1067) who served under Emperor Renzong 仁
宗 (r. 1023‑1063), designed two bronze models of the human body (ton‑
gren 銅人) for educational purposes (Yuhai 玉海 63:27; Xu Zizhi tong jian
chang bian 續資治通鑑長編 105:26a; Goldschmidt 2008:31‑36).17 One was
on display in the Buddhist temple Xiangguo si 相國寺 in the capital
Kaifeng 開封, and thus accessible to the public (Lingyan ji 靈巖集 4:16‑18;
Goldschmidt 2008:34). Noted for the 354 acupuncture points (shuxue 腧穴)
marked on the surface of the figurine (Unschuld 2000, 85),18 this model
bears a set of life‑size wooden inner organs neatly stuffed inside (Huang
Longxiang et al. 2004, 358; Goldschmidt 2008, 34). 19 A Ming‑dynasty
bronze model now in the Hermitage, Moscow is also said to reflect this
Song model (Huang 2003, vol. 1, 219).
This fascination with the inner body also leaves its mark on North‑
ern Song Buddhist statuary. The earliest extant and best‑known exam‑
ples of inner organs are textile models deposited inside a cavity in the
back of a Song (dated 985) wooden statue of Shakyamuni Buddha held
in the Seiryōji Temple 清涼寺, Kyoto (Fig. 9) (Maruo et al. 1966, zuhan, pl.
48; kaisetsu, 53‑60; Watanabe 1956; Henderson and Hurvitz 1956, 22‑25;
Ishihara 1975a‑b; Oku 2009, 43).

17 For Wang Weiyi’s illustrated text on acupuncture originally engraved in
the Northern Song capital and discovered partially in Beijing in 1972, see the
rubbing in Fu and Li 2000, wentupu juan, pl. 237, 110. For archaeological discov‑
eries of early Chinese lacquer and terra cotta figurines bearing meridians or acu‑
puncture points, see Lo 2007, figs. 1‑2, 418‑19; Fu and Li 2000, wentupu juan, pl.
127, 57.
18 The point names on the bronze statue were inlaid in gold (cuojin shu 錯金
書) beside each locus. “The figure was made in two halves, front and back, which
could be fitted together to make a whole body.” See Zhou Mi’s (1232‑98) com‑
ment in Qidong yeyu 齊東野語 14:251‑252; Goldschmidt 2008, 34.
19 The Song manufacture of the bronze models must have been regarded as
one of the greatest inventions in science. For the Jurchen‑Jin confiscation of a
bronze model from the Song court collection in 1127, see Jinkang yaolu 靖康要錄
11:18. For the acupuncture figurine known as the “Bronze Man of the Bright
Hall” (Tongren mingtang 銅人明堂) given by the Later Jin (Houjin 後晉, 936‑947) to
the Khitan Liao 遼 as a tributary gift, see Liao shi 遼史 4:19.
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Produced and donated by the Chinese nun Qingxiao 清曉 from
Taizhou 台州 in Zhejiang (Maruo et al. 1966, zuhan, pl. 48; kaisetsu, 54),
some organs contain incense, while others contain gems. Most show
Brahmi and Sanskrit characters (Henderson and Hurvitz 1956, 22‑24;
Maruo et al. 1966, kaisetsu, 53‑54; Ishihara 1975a, 18‑19). Watanabe Kōzō,
among other Japanese scholars, attributes the knowledge of the inner
body demonstrated by the Seiryōji deposit to an understanding of the
Daoist five organs as well as to Chinese anatomical study (Watanabe
1956; Ishihara 1975a‑b).20

Fig. 9: Textile models of inner organs deposited
in the Shakyamuni Buddha at Seiryōji, Kyoto.
Before 985. Northern Song Dynasty.

Tang and Song writers documenting mock human organs in Bud‑
dhist statues usually linked their fabrication to both the medical and
Daoist traditions (YYZZ 6:1a; Huaji 畫繼 10:6a; Watanabe 1956, 30‑31).
Although there is no extant Tang or Song Daoist statue with such or‑
gans,21 Du Guangting 杜光庭 (850‑933) wrote about the making of Daoist
statues with inner organs in Chengdu 成都. He cites the portrait statue of
the Celestial Master (tianshi zhen 天師真) as an example (DZ 590, 10:826c;
YJQQ 119:2610‑11).22
20 For an alternative view linking the Buddhist mock human organs to In‑
dian medicine introduced to Song China, see Watanabe 1956.
21 For recent scholarship of the later (mostly the Qing and modern) Hunan
Daoist statues which contain deposits of consecration certificates (yizhi 意旨),
medicines, paper money, and more, see Arrault 2008; Fava forthcoming.
22 For more studies on Du Guanting, see DZ 590, 10: 826c‑29c; Mesnil 1996‑
97, 152; Verellen 1989a‑b, 1992.
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As Du outlines, the fashioning of such Daoist statues is quite similar
to the acupuncture model or equivalent Buddhist figurines. The sculptor
Hermit Liu (Liu chushi 劉處士) painted the surface of the statue with
gold and colored pigments. He stuffed the interior of the statue with five
mock organs, viscera, and stomach, all stitched together with colored
brocade and made from cloth. Additionally, five fragrances (wuxiang 五
香) and a mirror were deposited alongside the mock inner organs. In ad‑
dition, as Du points out, the statue had a throat with twelve junctures‑‑a
structural detail that recalls classical Daoist body charts (Figs. 6, 7).
Devotees marveled at the statue’s magical efficacy (lingyan 靈驗) in re‑
sponse to their inquiries (DZ 590, 10:826c; YJQQ 119:2610‑11).

Body Landscape
Internal alchemy is also well‑known for its analogy of the interior of the
human body to the landscape imagery. A good example is the Tixiang
yin yang shengjiang tu 體象陰陽升降圖 (Illustrated Ascent and Descent of
the Yin and Yang Energies in the Body) (Fig. 10),23 found in Highest Clar‑
ity master Xiao Yingsou’s commentary to the Duren jing 度人經 (Scrip‑
ture of Salvation, DZ 1), a major work compiled and expanded under
Emperor Huizong (Strickmann 1978).24 Xiao submitted his commentary
to the Southern Song Emperor Lizong 理宗 (r. 1225‑1264) in 1226 (DZ 90,
2: 333c). A similar chart also appears in a treatise by Chen Zhixu 陳致虛
(d. 1331) (DZ 1068, 24: 71a; Needham et al. 1983, fig. 1581, 105; Despeux
1994, 41; Verellen 2006, fig. 8.10, 173). This suggests that alchemists of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were the primary audience of such
landscape illustrations.

23 DZ 90, 2: 334b; Boltz 1987, 206‑207; Sakade 1991, fig. 13, 77; Despeux 1994,
38‑40; Despeux and Kohn 2003, 185‑187.
24 While the title of Xiao’s text suggests that it is intended as a commentary
on the Duren jing, Xiao’s commentary is charged with overwhelming notions of
internal alchemy. See Zeng 2000.
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Fig. 10: Picture of the Ascent and Descent of the
Yin and Yang Energies in the Body (DZ 90, 2:
334b).

Fig. 11: Visualization of Paying
Homage to the Jade Hall and the
Primordial Qi (DZ 220, 4: 6b‑c).

Literary sources of the Tang and Song describe the transformations
of the sacred body of Laozi (Guang hongming ji 廣弘明集, T 52.2103: 144b;
Kohn 1995c, 54‑55) and Pangu (YJQQ 56: 1216; Kohn 1993a, 169) into in‑
ternal landscapes. Similarly, landscape painting, newly established in the
Song, draws on the anthropomorphic metaphor. The eleventh‑century
landscape treatise Linquan gaozhi 林泉高致 (Lofty Message of Forest and
Streams), written by the court painter Guo Xi 郭熙 (fl. 1060s), and further
edited by his son Guo Si 郭思 (jinshi 1082), describes the ideal landscape
as a living, organic cosmic body. Water is compared to blood in the veins,
while rocks are the bones. Mountains are referred to as the face, grasses
and trees are hair, and pavilions are eyebrows and eyes (Linquan gaozhi,
499b; Bush and H. Shih 1985, 167). Because Guo Si submitted this treatise
to Emperor Huizong in 1117, Alfreda Murck suggests that the over‑
whelming Daoist elements in the treatise may be due to his catering to
the emperor’s interest in Daoism (Murck 2000, 197‑202).
Xiao Yingsou’s body landscape (Fig. 9) reflects the new discourse of
body and landscape of that time and serves as a metaphorical depiction
of the progression and regression of inner energies in the context of in‑
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ternal alchemy (Verellen 2006, 173).25 The picture shows a grand view of
myriad hills piling up frontally from the sea. Roofed edifices, including
an impressive multi‑storied tower on the left, denote imaginary nodes
which transact the circulation of inner energies, depicted as meandering
rivers encircling the hills at the center like a loop (Needham et al. 1983,
107). Many loci marked in this mountain diagram reflect the standard
internal alchemical vocabulary shared by similar images (Figs. 6, 7).
At first glance, Xiao’s frontal mountain differs drastically from the
visual norm of Daoist sacred mountains (Fig. 11). They typically show
Mt. Kunlun in its classical form, with a narrow base and wide top that
resemble “a hanging bowl” (yanpen 偃盆). A good example is a mountain
from Lu Shizhong’s 路時中 illustration of a visit to the Mountain of Jade
Capital located in the highest Daoist heaven known as the Heaven of
Grand Network (Daluo tian 大羅天) (Fig. 11) (DZ 220, 4: 6b‑c; ; Andersen
in Schipper and Verellen 2004, 1073‑74; Boltz 1987, fig. 6, 37). The image
depicts another version of the “body landscape” while adepts visualize
the body transforming into the Mountain of Mystery Capital (Xuandu
shan 玄都山), also known as the Mountain of Jade Capital (Yujing shan
玉京山). At the same time, Lord Lao receives adepts in audience inside
the Jade Hall, a celestial site similarly marked in thirteenth‑century body
charts (Figs. 7, 10).
Departing from the mainstream Daoist sacred mountain, Xiao’s
body landscape recalls the Northern Song monumental landscape paint‑
ings, best shown in the early eleventh‑century Xishan xinglü 谿山行旅
(Travelers among Mountains and Streams) by Fan Kuan 范寬 (Fig. 12)
(Lin 2007, pl. 6, 54‑59; Fong 1984; 1996, 125‑30; Barnhart 1997, 100, 102).
The composition here is strongly vertical and frontal, its strokes have a
short and pointed “rain‑drop” texture which fills the rocky surfaces. In
addition, there are small trees growing atop the hills, and various archi‑
tectural motifs dot the landscape. Xiao’s image can be seen as a monu‑
mental landscape in miniature. Furthermore, viewing both images re‑

25 For a study of the progressive and regressive time cycles in Daoist ritual,
see Schipper 1986.
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Fig. 12: Travelers among Mountains
and Streams by Fan Kuan. Ca. 1000.
Ink and light color on silk.
206.3x103.3cm. Taipei National
Palace Museum (000826).

quires the viewer to undertake a mental and visual journey through
complicated landscape constructions: one enters the landscape from the
closest point at the bottom of the picture plane and cross the water and
the bridge, stopping at the various gates and pavilions, then gradually
making one’s way to the summit.26 Stephen Little interprets the “inner
principle” resonating in Fan Kuan’s painting as a reflection of the “con‑
cept of cosmic order that is essentially Daoist in origin” (Little 2000, 722).
The text accompanying Xiao’s body landscape explicitly urges the
viewer to see the mountain as the self. It states: “The body is the furnace
and the stove amid heaven and earth; its central palace is the alchemical

26 Cf. Schipper’s viewing process of the nineteenth‑century Neijing tu in
Schipper 1986, 186.
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tripod, while beyond it is the great void” (DZ 90, 2: 334b; Despeux and
Kohn 2003, 186). Seen in this way, the mountain image also serves

as a mental map that assists adepts to embark on a spiritual jour‑
ney within themselves.
Just as in viewing a Song landscape hanging scroll, one begins from
the foreground of this landscape, confronted first with the Sea of Suffer‑
ing (kuhai 苦海), a term borrowed from Buddhism and here indicating
the Ocean of Qi or the lower cinnabar field. The gate of the underworld
prison known as Fengdu (fengdu guan 酆都關) is located immediately
above the water. 27 The massive ocean further rises up to the Yellow
Court (spleen) on the left and to the Gate of Life (mingmen 命門) on the
right.
The middle section is dominated by the river running in a loop, with
various architectural motifs placed at different junctures and a horizontal
bridge connecting its two gates.28 The vertical stream flowing on the left
and right sides of the loop may refer to the meridians running along the
front and back of the body. The Residence of the God Wuying (wuying fu
無 英 府 ), situated inside the lower loop, is the imaginary embryo
(Despeux and Kohn 2003, 185). The vertical stream along the left loop, i.e.,
the multi‑storied tower, refers to the throat; below it is the heart, marked
as the Scarlet Palace (jianggong 絳宮).
Above the bridge, the Golden Gate (jinque 金闕) refers to the mouth.
Above, various refining stations marked in the landscape are in the head.
The celestial Upper Capital of Jade Mountain (yushan shang jing 玉山上
京 )‑‑an alternative term for the celestial Mountain of Jade Capital‑‑
radiates in the upper‑left corner of the loop; it denotes a site in the brain
where the energies are collected, blended, and refined (DZ 90, 2: 356a).
Other sites signifying the correlation of the celestial realm and the brain
include Mt. Kunlun, marked at the summit of the landscape,29 and the
Mysterious Heaven (xuantian 玄天), the Daoist heaven beyond earth.

This signpost is reminiscent of the signpost of the underworld in Fig. 7.
The Gate of Heaven situated at the left side of the bridge refers to the
solar plexus; see Despeux and Kohn 2003,187.
29 According to the Huangting jing, Mt. Kunlun corresponds to the head; see
YJQQ 11: 236, 12: 299.
27
28
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Echoing the cartography of Daoist heaven, an intriguing nine‑storied
ziggurat in the upper right corner is called the Noble Terrace Sheltering
[the Heaven of Grand] Network (Yuluo sutai 鬱羅蕭台), a term referring
to a celestial construction on the summit of the Mountain of Jade Capital
first mentioned in the Duren jing (DZ 1, 1: 3b, 72b, 86b, 132c, 158c, 262b,
303c, 330b, 337c, 405b). Xiao’s commentary further explains that this
nine‑storied terrace corresponds to the brain (DZ 90, 2: 356a‑b). 30
What, then, is the significance of miniaturization in Daoism? While
Fan Kuan shows a grand mountain in his two‑meter hanging scroll, Xiao
Yisou’s body landscape probably was a small illustration in a book
commentary, designed exclusively for the imperial gaze.
In Fan’s painting, human figures are dwarfed and only appear as a
tiny element among the ten thousand things that co‑exist in nature (W.
Fong 1996, 128; Barnhart 1989, esp. 65‑66). Such figures do not appear at
all in Xiao’s miniature landscape, because humanity is now embodied by
the sheer presence of the landscape imagery. What seems to be envi‑
sioned in Xiao’s mountain chart is not just one dominant mountain, but
layers of miniature mountains piling up from bottom to top. The idea of
seeing infinite mountains in one’s body highlights the perception of
body as microcosm. It recalls the phrases in the Huangting jing, stating
that the myriad body gods are on a par with hundreds and thousands of
piled‑up mountains connecting to one another (YJQQ 11: 237, 248).
The experiments associated with imagery scale seen in Fanʹs monu‑
mental landscape and Xiao’s miniature mountain call to mind Susan
Stewart’s narrative of the miniature versus the gigantic (Stewart 1993).
According to her, miniaturization “not only bears the tangible qualities
of material reality but also serves as a representation. . . of a reality that
does not exist.” Most importantly, it implies turning the world inward
and focusing on “infinitely profound interiority” (Stewart 1993, 60). It is
the “gemlike” quality of the miniature that evokes the fantastic and cre‑
ates “an ‘other’ time, a type of transcendent time which negates change
30 According to Wang Qizhen’s Lingbao dafa, this terrace corresponds to the
back of the neck; see DZ 1221, 31: 250b. The term “Noble Terrace Sheltering [the
Heaven of Grand] Network” also resonates with a Daoist architectural design
promoted by the Northern Song court, and especially with Emperor Huizong;
see Shengchao minghua ping 聖朝名畫評 3: 459a; Nenggai zhaiman lu 能改齋漫錄12:
18a‑b; DZ 92, 1: 468b‑c.
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and the flux of lived reality” (Stewart 1993, 43, 60, 64). Viewed in this
way, the fashioning of Xiao’s internal alchemical picture of the human
body as landscape mimicking the Northern Song monumental landscape
painting is a thoughtful rather than an abrupt choice, for, in Rold Stein’s
words, “the more altered in size the representation is” from the original
object, “the more it takes on a magical or mythic quality” (Stein 1990, 52).
***
Daoists were pre‑occupied with the correlation of body and cosmos, de‑
picting it through body gods, starry journeys, internal spirits and
deathbringers, as well as illustrations of the processes of internal al‑
chemy. They all reveal the multi‑dimensional body and self, while the
depictions of the visualization journeys to the Northern Dippers cele‑
brate the Daoist curiosity of the constellations and space in cosmos.
When picturing the grotesque spirits and body worms, they envi‑
sioned an encyclopedic array of health‑threatening “body residents,”
some of which are comparable to the imaginary parasites recorded in
medical treatises of the Song, Yuan, and Ming periods. The visual con‑
ventions of these body spirits and worms may constitute a significant
part of the under‑studied visual culture of disease, which overlaps with
that of demonology.
The imagery of internal alchemy reflects another facet of Daoists’
fascination with the microcosmic self. A rich repertoire of visual vocabu‑
lary devoting to mapping and visualizing the inner body distinguishes
the Song‑Yuan internal alchemy from the earlier tradition. Thanks to this
new wave of “visual internal alchemy,” a unique genre bridging religion
and medicine, explores a transparent body revealing not only the inner
organs but also the metaphysical mechanism of inner energies. Another
type of body landscape links the Daoist visual interpretation of cosmic
body with the newly‑established art of landscape painting current in the
Song period. The images of body spirits, interior worms, and illustra‑
tions of internal alchemy, then, in general circulation during Song and
Yuan, converge with the visual productions associated with nurturing
life, health, and medicine made outside the Daoist circle. Hence, they
form a contrast to the esoteric images of body gods and starry travel oth‑
erwise prominent in the tradition.
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